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ABSTRACT
A feed and bleed (F&B) operation is an operator’s emergency task to remove core heat from a
reactor coolant system by bleeding coolant from the pressurizer, and feeding makeup water
through safety injection systems under the loss of all feedwater condition. Even though the F&B
operation is an important task having a significant impact on the risk of a nuclear power plant,
there is a high uncertainty regarding its modeling and analysis in a PSA. This paper introduces a
study on the design of an operational strategy for an F&B operation and its impact on the risk of a
nuclear power plant in Korea. An intensive support analysis was conducted to understand the plant
behavior and revise the success criteria for the HRA of the F&B operation. A human performance
analysis on the emergency tasks was also conducted using a training simulator to generate the
operator’s performance time for the F&B operation. We revised the PSA model and updated the
risk of the reference plant, which shows that the risk of the revised model is much higher than that
of the existing model.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The expanded use of a probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) in risk-informed applications requires
that the PSA model represent the plant’s configurations and operations as exactly as possible to ensure its
technical adequacy. One of the applications is the risk-informed design of the operational strategy as well
as the safety system in a nuclear power plant (NPP).
A feed and bleed (F&B) operation is one of the important operator tasks that have a significant
influence on the risk of a pressurized water reactor (PWR) type NPP. According to the PSA result of a
reference plant [1], the F&B failure case was found to be the fifth most important basic event based on the
F-V importance measure. However, the F&B operation is one of uncertain subjects in the HRA modeling.
Although the task for F&B operation would be described somewhere in an emergency operating
procedure (EOP), depending on how the task is designed in the EOP, there may be a large difference in
the effect on the human performance, and consequently the overall risk of a plant. In this paper, we
introduce a comparative study of two designs that describe the F&B operation and suggest the optimal
design considering human performance and plant risk.
This study represents (1) differences between the modeling of the F&B operation in the PSA of the
reference plant and its actual operator response, (2) impact on the risk of the reference plant after revising
the F&B modeling, and (3) procedural change for the F&B operation based on the PSA insights.

2

F&B OPEARTION AND PSA MODELING

An F&B operation is an emergency response strategy for eliminating the residual core heat in the
case of the total loss of all feedwater events in a pressurized water reactor. Under the loss of secondary
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heat removal, core heat can be removed by forcedly bleeding the reactor coolant system (RCS) water into
the containment through the safety depressurization system (SDS), and injecting coolant of refueling
water storage tank into the RCS through the safety injection systems. According to the EOP of the
reference plant [2], operators should open at least one SDS valve after confirming the open of the
pressurizer safety valves (PSVs) under the condition of a loss of all feedwater.
In the PSA model of the reference plant, the F&B operation is modeled in all event trees (ETs)
except for large or medium LOCAs [1]. Fig. 1 shows the ET for the initiating event of a general transient.
The red lines present the scenarios in which the F&B operation is required to prevent core damage in the
early phase of the scenario. In the PSA model, only one human failure event (HFE) was defined for the
failure of an early F&B operation and was used for all ETs regardless of what kind of initiating event
occurs. In addition, its human error probability (HEP) was generated using the K-HRA method [3] based
on the assumption that the F&B operation is required under the condition of a loss of condenser vacuum,
which is the most rigorous scenario from the viewpoint of RCS pressure control.
However, the actual condition for the F&B operation varies depending on the initiating events. In the
case of a loss of condenser vacuum, operators have to initiate the F&B operation quite early after a
reactor trip to prevent core damage. On the other hand, they may have quite a long time for the F&B
operation in a steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) event. In order to calculate a more reliable risk of the
reference plant, the scenario dependent HFEs should be defined and modeled for the F&B operation
according to their success criteria.

Figure 1. F&B modeling in the ET of general transient

3

PROCEDURE DESIGN FOR THE F&B OPEARTION

The reference plant is a Combustion Engineering (C-E) type 2 loop PWR plant, and thus its EOP is
also developed based on a C-E type EOP. The EOP consists of two types of procedures, optimal recovery
procedures (ORP) and functional recovery procedures (FRP) [2]. ORP is designed for an optimized
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response prepared and sequenced to mitigate design basis accidents (DBA) strategically. On the other
hand, FRP is a symptom-based procedure that was developed to mitigate accidents under severe
conditions, such as multiple events and/or a loss of critical safety functions [4]. The FRP of the reference
plant consists of 9 procedures, each of which is directly related to one of critical safety functions, such as
the reactivity, RCS inventory, RCS heat removal, and so on. The F&B operation is described in the F-6
procedure, and thus operators could start the prescribed sequential actions to perform the operation.
However, the actual situation of a 'loss of all feedwater', which is a precondition of the F&B
operation differs greatly depending on the initiating events. The operator’s performance time required to
perform the F&B operation could vary from about 20 minutes in the case of a loss of condenser vacuum
to almost two hours in a general transient after a reactor trip, consequently causing a significant difference
in the human error probability (HEP) of the F&B operation.
As shown in Fig. 2, there are two routes to enter the FRP in the original EOP of the reference plant.
The first route is that operators start the FRP when multiple events are diagnosed during the First-01
procedure. For the second, operators should enter the FRP if any safety function exceeds the criteria
during the process of the safety function status check (SFSC), which is concurrently undertaken with the
progress of an ORP in the EOP. When the F&B operation is required owing to a 'loss of all feedwater'
described above, the operators first diagnose the initiating event and then make a response according to
the E-5 procedure of the ORP. Operators should move to the FRP and start the F-1 procedure immediately
whenever a safety function is over the predefined criteria. They then follow up F-1 and finally reach the
F-6, HR-3 procedure, which describes the sequential actions for the F&B operation.

Figure 2. Two procedural routes for the F&B operation in the original EOP

The problem is that it may take a long time to reach the procedure for F&B operation (F-6, HR-3)
from the beginning of the FRP (F-1). As mentioned above, operators could transfer to the FRP if any
safety function exceeds the criteria while they are carrying out an ORP. FRPs are procedures designed for
the events that are more serious and relatively unlikely than the event of the ORP. Operators have
generally less task familiarity due to lower opportunity of training for the FRP compare to the ORP, which
results in long performance time to carry out the FRP. In some initiating events, there is a high possibility
that time to reach the FRP procedure for F&B (F-6, HR-3) is exceed the limit for success. Therefore, it is
necessary to revise the procedure to reduce the time that is required to perform the F&B operation. Fig. 3
shows the procedural path in the revised procedure to solve this problem. In the case of a loss of all
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feedwater, the procedure was changed so that it could be transferred to the FRP for F&B (F-6, HR-3)
from the ORP (E-5) immediately after all loss of secondary water is confirmed. Doing so may increase
the likelihood that the operator will succeed in the F&B operation within the allowable time limit.

Figure 3. Procedural route for the F&B operation in the revised EOP

4

SUPPORTING ANALYSIS FOR THE HRA OF F&B OPERATION

The K-HRA method [3] was used to evaluate the HEP for the F&B operation. The HEP can be
generated by calculating its diagnosis HEP and execution HEP separately. In the K-HRA, because the
diagnosis HEP depends on the available time (AT) to diagnose a required task, the AT for the F&B
operation should be assessed. The AT of a task can be defined as the time duration from the occurrence of
the related cue(s) to the maximum point in time when the operators should recognize the necessity of the
task to successfully complete it.
For the F&B operation, the operators should open the valves of the SDS to bleed RCS coolant to
eliminate the residual heat from the reactor. We defined the success criteria for the F&B operation as ‘the
operators must open at least one SDS valve just after opening of the pressurizer safety valves (PSVs).’
Therefore, the AT for the F&B operation was defined as the duration from the occurrence of an auxiliary
feedwater actuation signal to the time the PSV opens. In order to revise the modeling of the F&B
operation in the PSA, we analyzed the AT for the F&B operation. First, we conducted a MAPP analysis to
identify the allowable time for F&B operation, which is defined as the time to open a pressurizer safety
valve (PSV). Second, we estimated the actual operators’ performance time to open the SDS valves for the
F&B operation based on the simulator observations.

4.1 MAAP analysis
The F&B operation is one of the uncertain subjects in HRA modeling. An accident progression
analysis is essential to assess the timelines of the F&B operation, which have a strong dependency on the
initiating events. Thus, a thermal hydraulic analysis was conducted to identify the success criteria of the
F&B operation using the MAAP code, which is an integrated severe accident analysis computer program.
We ran the MAAP code for eight different initiating events, and checked the plant’s parameters along
with each initiating event [5]. Table I shows the results of the MAAP code analysis for the F&B operation.
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Table I. Results of MAAP analysis for the F&B operation
Initiating Event*
Small LOCA (0.38”)
Small LOCA (1.0”)
Small LOCA (1.91”)
SGTR
LOFW
ESDE
LOOP/SBO
Transients

Occurrence Time (seconds)
AFAS
SG dryout
PSV open

Rx trip
3,055
430
110
865
47
24
0
0

3,241
622
No
1,060
59
36
1,915
1,911

4,580
2,646
No
No
703
61/830
5,336
5,338

5,000
3,927
No
No
840
1,053
3,302
3,258

Core
uncover
6,725
5,068
No
No
2,372
2,448
7,002
7,006

* LOFW: Loss of Feedwater, ESDE: Excess Steam Demand Event, LOOP: Loss of Offsite Power; SBO: Station Blackout

4.2 Operator performance time analysis
For the operator performance time to open the SDS valve, we analyzed the simulator records
obtained from the training simulator of the reference plant. The task to be analyzed is ‘the operator
identifies the total loss of all feedwater, makes the decision regarding the F&B operation, and then
initiates the RCS bleeding by opening the SDS valves.’ The problem is that the operator response for the
F&B operation could be different depending on the initiating events.
Table II. Operator performance time of the First-01 & 02 procedures
Procedure
First-01
(Standard Post Trip Action)

First-02
(Event Diagnosis)

Initiating event

Performance time (second)
Mean
Std. Dev.

All events

196.2

72.8

LOCA
SGTR
ESDE
LOAF
LOOP
SBO

135.8
195.9
182.4
137.2
106.7
101.3

47.8
106.7
72.4
89.8
39.9
55.3

Fig. 2 shows the structure of the original EOP and possible paths of the operator response for the
F&B under an emergency situation. Fig. 3 shows the procedural path for the case of LOAF event in the
revised EOP. The operators can directly transfer to F-6, HR-3, which has instructions for the F&B
operation. In the original EOP, however, operators should move to F-1 when any safety function is over
the predefined criteria, and then follow up with the F-1 procedure, and finally reaching F-6, HR-3
according to the procedural instruction. Therefore, the operator performance time required to conduct the
F&B operation must vary depending on the crew’s characteristics and/or procedural paths followed by
each crew.
To generate the AT of the F&B operation, we should first estimate the average performance time to
conduct the F&B operation. Table II summarizes the operator performance time obtained from the
training simulator in the referent plant [6].
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5

MODEL CHANGES FOR THE F&B AND ITS IMPACT ON THE RISK

The modeling of the F&B operation was revised based on the newly defined success criteria, which
were described in the previous section. Table III summarizes the major changes in the PSA model of the
F&B operation. In the case of an SGTR initiating event, the F&B operation cannot be credited any longer
because the RCS pressure will not be higher than the set point of the PSV opening. Just one HFE was
defined for the F&B operation in the existing PSA model. In the revised PSA, however, it was defined as
four independent HFEs based on the re-evaluated success criteria. Then, HEPs of the four HFEs were
calculated using the K-HRA method and the newly defined success criteria. In addition, the plant risk was
revised to reflect this model change.
Fig. 4 shows the core damage frequencies of all initiating events comparatively in both the original
and revised models. As shown in the figure, the risk was at least equal or increased for all initiating events.
Table III. Changes in modeling of the F&B operation
Initiating Event

Operators’ Procedural Response

Model Change

LOFW
ESDE
SGTR
Small LOCA
GTRN, LOOP, LODC

First-01 → E-5 → F-6, HR-3
First-01 → F-1 ··~·· F-6, HR-3
First-01 → E-3
First-01 → E-2 → F-1 ··~·· F-6, HR-3
First-01 → E-X → F-1 ··~·· F-6, HR-3

New HFE, HEP recalculation
New HFE, HEP recalculation
No credit to the F&B
New HFE, HEP recalculation
New HFE, HEP recalculation

Figure 4. Impact on the risk due to the F&B model change

6

CONCLUSIONS

An F&B operation is one of the important operator tasks having a significant impact on the risk of a
PWR NPP. However, an F&B operation is one of the HFEs that have high uncertainty in a PSA modeling.
This paper summarized a study on the design of an operational strategy for an F&B operation and its
impact on the risk of the reference plant. It was noted that the existing model of the F&B operation in the
PSA did not reflect a plant’s behavior or the operators’ response exactly. To revise the PSA model, a
support analysis was undertaken to understand the plant behavior under a loss of all feedwater condition,
and the success criteria for the HRA of the F&B operation was re-defined. We also conducted a human
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performance analysis on the emergency tasks using a plant simulator to estimate the operator performance
time for an F&B operation. Using the results of the support analysis, we revised the PSA model and
updated the risk of the reference plant. The study showed that the risk of the revised model was much
higher than that of the existing model. In addition, we suggested a revision of the EOP for the F&B
operation based on considering operators’ performance time of the FRP, so that operators could transfer
the procedures directly from the ORP E-5 to the FRP F-6 (HR-3). It showed that the risk of the revised
procedure for the F&B operation was less than that of the original EOP.
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